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Thomas Jefferson Memorial Church 
Unitarian Universalist 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES SEPTEMBER MEETING   
September 21, 2016 

 
MINUTES 

 
  TJMC Covenant Statement 

 
In order to create the beloved community we all desire for ourselves, we, the 
Congregation of Thomas Jefferson Memorial Church Unitarian Universalist 
covenant to: 
  Communicate with compassion and respect, especially when we 
disagree 

   Celebrate diversity and nurture our inclusivity,   
  Promote social justice within our congregation and the larger 
community, 
  Generously support the ministries of the church with time, money and 
enthusiasm, and 
  Lovingly call each other back into covenant when we have fallen 
short. 

 
I.  Opening--(25 minutes total) Opening/Closing Words (Anita), Snacks (Anita), 
Timekeeper (Breck), and Process Review (All) 
 
1. Opening words –  Anita 

 
2. Check-in – This month we are invited to check-in relative to goals. What are some 

personal goals you’ve been working on? 
 

3. Acceptance of Agenda  
Since we have guests, let’s move the executive session discussion to the end of the 
meeting. 
MOTION:  Accept the Agenda as amended.  
Unanimously approved. 
 
4. Public Comment – none 
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5.     Correspondence - none  
 
II. Reports 
 
1.       President’s Report (written) – Karen Ransom 
 
2.       Vice President’s Report (written) – Jen Larimer 
The Communications Task Force is looking for guidance on how to transition to / 
reactivate the Communications Committee. 
 
3.        Treasurer’s Report (verbal)  –  Ann Salamini 
I have reviewed and approved the reconciliation documents between our Wells  
Fargo accounts and TJMC books for January – June, 2016. 
 
4. Minister’s Report (written) – Erik Wikstrom  
 
5. Director of Faith Development  Report (verbal) – Leia Durland-Jones 
Classes started on Sunday. We had an unusually large number of families at the second 
service, so many that it was difficult to get through the Edgewood Lane doors before 
class. There were over 40 children and 10 adults in the parlor for Children’s Worship. It 
is likely that some families will move to the earlier service, so it may become more 
balanced as far as having enough volunteers to teach at each service. 
At the VACUUM(Virginia Area Cluster of UU Ministers) meeting on Tuesday, we were 
reminded about the PBS documentary “Sharps’ War,” which told of the Unitarian 
minister and spouse who worked to rescue political dissidents and Jews during World 
War II. There is an expectation that this program may boost visits to UU congregations 
by viewers who were inspired and intrigued about the religion. We hope to offer the 
documentary as part of the Adult Faith Development programming in the Spring. 
Comments: 

• There is a plaque to the Sharps at the Holocaust Museum in Washington, DC. 
• The new AFD brochure is beautiful and has received much positive comment. 
• There were 26 people at the Black Lives Matter workshop last Sunday after 

church. 
 
6. Director of Administration and Finance Report (written) – Christina Rivera 
  Pledge calls from 2015-2016 - Chris’s report 
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• There is about $47,000 in outstanding pledges from the 2015-16 fiscal year, which 
is a larger than typical amount. Sometimes this is accountable due to death. Chris, 
Karen and Ann are working on an appreciative and understanding letter to 
determine if the difference is due to incorrectly recorded payments or missed 
payments or a change in circumstances, but also to express the need to close this 
gap if possible. The Board had discussed making calls, but that didn’t seem right 
on reflection.  

• Let’s put General Assembly vote allocation on the December agenda. This will be 
important as a new UUA president will be elected. 

• There has been a longstanding line item on the budget called “Hamilton Fund 
(Communications),” totaling about $498. Research shows that it is a memorial 
fund which was set up for communication purposes like internet, newsletters and 
basic communications’ tasks and tools. The remainder of funds from the Lower 
Hall renovation has been set aside for audio visual needs in that area. This fund 
has been used for a projector and portable screen. We’re monitoring the needs 
and patterns of rentals and general usage to determine what other purchases to 
make. Because of the similarity of purpose, these two line items have been 
commingled as “Lower Hall AV (Hamilton)” on the balance sheet.  

• The remaining funds in the line item called “Construction in progress” have been 
dispersed into the Capital Asset of Summit House and the Capital Asset of the 
Main church building. This dispersal concludes the allocation of the $486,000 
from the UHouse sale 

 
7. Membership Report (written) – Sally Taylor 
 
8. Board Liaison Reports 

• Communications Task Force (written) – Achsah Carrier 
  
III. Consent Agenda / Electronic Motions 
1. Approve August 2016 Draft Board Minutes.   
 
MOTION: Approve the Consent Agenda. 
Unanimously approved.  
  
IV.  Old Business      
 
1. Congregational Meeting walk through (20 min) Laura - GTF presentation 
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Kate Fraleigh joined the Board to review plans for the Congregational Meeting on the 
vote for the Public Witness in support of Black Lives Matter. 

• The required all church communication has gone out on time. The meeting will 
also be announced this Sunday from the pulpit. The lunch is organized. 

• Non-members will be given voting cards and ballots of a differing color so they 
can participate without votes contributing to the total. 

• What might come up at this potentially emotional meeting? The FAQ sheet 
was very helpful in anticipating discussion at the education sessions. These 
will be available at the meeting. Kate included an article to the September 
bulletin covering the most asked questions. 

• Public comments will be divided among Pro, Con and Point of Information 
microphones and alternate between Pro and Con points of view. There will 
be a lot of people wanting to speak at the PRO mic. Once the line at the 
CON mic is empty, PRO comments will also end. If someone moves to 
remove “Black Lives Matter” from the wording of the proclamation, it will 
immediately go to discussion and vote. That is a time when board members 
would want to speak their hearts. 

• A lot of this discussion happened at General Assembly. We are not unique. 
At GA the originators said if the language were changed, they would vote 
against their own motion. 

• Kate shared statistics from their educational efforts: 66 people attended 
cottage meetings, 140 people sought out conversation at the table in the 
Social Hall or by email or phone, 27 people have been involved in bringing 
this Public Witness initiative through the process.  

• We should all be prepared to answer questions, if only “on the FAQ sheet 
you’ll notice it says…” There may be pastoral care needs in the room. We 
must be prepared for that as well. 

• The first voices should speak lovingly, kindly, respectfully to encourage the 
conversation in that direction. 

• Laura will meet with the Governance Task Force to review their 
presentation and let us know what to expect. They will be laying out their 
intent, guiding principles used and what kind of governance changes the 
congregation can expect. 
 

2. Open Board and Board appointed positions (in executive session) (10 min) Laura 
Moved to last item. 
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BREAK AND GRATITUDE CARDS (15 min) 
Please think of people the Board should be recognizing for their recent contributions to 
our church community. 
 
V.    New Business  
 
1. Board Goals (20 min) - Laura 
(We will vote on our 2016-2017 board goals and talk about timeframes and next steps) 
 
Are we willing to adopt the goals we have been developing and wordsmithing? 
Discussion – 

• The language needs to be clearer. It would not be obvious to non board members 
what we mean. 

• It’s important to adopt these so we can get started with the work. 
• Can we vote on the substance of the goals and reword them for clarity of 

communication and use at the top of our minutes next month? 
MOTION: Adopt these Board goals, which will be reworded for clarity. 
Unanimously approved. 
 
Who wants to work on particular goals? What are next steps? 

• The Revenue Task Force has already prepared a matrix of ideas with some 
recommendations for Board discussion. – David and RTF 

• Mini-Capital Campaign – Jeanine, Ann, Katharine, Breck 
(Communications/graphics aspect) 

• Charge for transformation of the pledge drive – Laura, Chris, Wik 
• Support ongoing fundraising – all   This is distinct from Revenue Task Force, which 

aims for new future revenue streams, though it includes some items which could 
be started for the purpose of closing the budget gap. – For this year’s budget, 
we’re looking at special events, rentals, auctions.  

Additional goals will be discussed at future meetings. 
 
2. Board Covenant (5 min) – Wik 
This list was created from our work at the retreat. Are there things that need to 
be changed, or can we say yes at this time?  
MOTION: Adopt this text as our Board Covenant. Print for signing at the next 
Board meeting. 
Unanimously approved. 
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3. Board Mission (5 min) – Laura 
The Board mission statement (not to be confused with the church mission statement) 
provides the rationale underpinning all our work. If we adopt it, what do we do with it?  
Discussion –  

• Some wordsmithing was suggested and approved 
• This statement balances the practicality of Board goals with a more philosophical 

note. 
• It also leads into our work on Strategic Plan. 
• This is a first reading. Exec will tweak the wording for the October meeting. 

 
4. Church size (10 min) - Chris 
(Affirm our intent; get more specifics about TJMC; educate board and then 
congregation) 
After this topic was discussed at the Board retreat, there was interest in going deeper 
into the topic and thinking about next steps for how both the Board and the 
congregation operate appropriately for the size of our church. This can be thought of as 
Governance for church size (Board) and Operations for church size (congregation). 

• The goal of this discussion is to understand that we are currently operating in 
ways which are counterproductive to our size. Studying church size theory will 
help us see what we need to move forward. If this means more staff, which we 
can’t currently afford, we will need education so we can lead the congregation 
along the curve to a point where it can act.  

• The Board’s education should preceed introducing the topic to the congregation. 
We need a firmer understanding first. This understanding will help as we enter on 
the next Strategic Plan and undertake a capital campaign. 

• We need specifics: How would a church our size do a capital campaign? Find a 
President Elect? Undertake performance appraisals? 

• People don’t want to give up what they love about a smaller church (pastoral size) 
though it is no longer not helpful / workable / sustainable  in a larger church 
(program size). They want to fix our problems the old way. Education will counter 
some of the impulses to pull back from the implications of size change. 

• It would be helpful to get concrete advice about how to manage size change. 
 
So let’s think about what would be helpful in learning to manage this transition. A 
speaker? Specific readings? Setting aside time in Board meetings? A focused retreat? 

• Smaller chunks of time, not always during the meeting. Perhaps after church. 
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• A speaker would be good. 
• There is a woman at the Richmond UU church who has experience with that 

church’s transition. She might be valuable as a resource for us. 
• We have been stuck in this constraining pastoral sized church mindset for many 

years. We may need extra steps to move forward. Or we may have to be the 
Board that says “You can volunteer more, pay for staff or drastically cut back 
programs and membership.” We simply can’t do everything we want to do on a 
budget that is $200,000 less than similar sized UU churches elsewhere. 

 
IV. Old Business (position moved in approval of agenda) 
 
2. Open Board and Board appointed positions (in executive session) (10 min) Laura 
MOTION: Enter Executive Session with staff present. 
Unanimously approved. 
MOTION: Leave Executive Session. 
Unanimously approved. 
 
Summary – We discussed recommendations for the open at large Board position as well 
as other open Board and Board appointed positions. Laura will take our decision on the 
at large position to the Leadership Development Committee. 
 
VI. Closing Activities (10 minutes) 
 
1.  Process Review (all):  

• Glad to have a covenant to call us to good action. 
• We covered a lot. It feels somewhat overwhelming, I’m glad it’s in steps. 
• Overflowing. 
• Grateful that the Board is undertaking so much important work and that we have 

a covenant to guide us. 
• Being specific on next steps was good. 
• A lot to think about. 
• I feel the stress of so much to get done in limited time. Thanks for doing this. 
• Looking forward to the Congregational Meeting on October 2nd. 

 
2.  Things to do / communicate –  
December or January agenda – UUA presidential vote allocation 
Rewrite goals for clearer communication – Jen and Ann 
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Exec will tweak and rename the Board mission statement 
 
3.  Closing words –  Anita 
  
Parking Lot -                                                                                                                    
 
President’s Report      
I’m sorry I won’t be with you all at the meeting this month as I am traveling for 
my job. Thanks to Laura for leading our fair group in my absence. I’m excited 
about the work we accomplished at our retreat and will move forward on this 
year. I think we have put together an ambitious, yet reasonable set of goals that 
will put us on the right track to stabilize and energize our congregation. It will be a 
lot of work, but I am most excited about the mini-capital campaign and what it 
will mean for us! 
 
In regards to our open positions, the most critical ones we have right now are 
President Elect, Secretary, and Pledge Drive Chair(s). The presidents group, in 
collaboration with the Leadership Development Committee has been working on 
identifying and talking with many candidates. We need everyone’s input on 
additional congregants we may be overlooking. Please think about your circles of 
influence within the church and who might be worth approaching. 
 
I had the pleasure of participating in the church work day on Saturday, September 
10th. When I arrived, the gazebo was getting scraped and primed, Summit House 
was beginning to sparkle, the grates and window wells on Edgewood lane were 
being cleaned out and painted, and I don’t even know what else was happening! I 
found myself cleaning out beds and sweeping sidewalks around the playground. It 
looks so welcoming when we finished! What a wonderful sense of 
accomplishment I received from this day. Not to mention, the impressive lunch 
available for all volunteers. A huge thank you to Sally Taylor for organizing these 
days and to everyone who came out and helped. I have encouraged Sally to 
create a supply wish list so anyone in the church can pitch in by simply picking up 
a can of spray paint, some gloves, paint brushes, or whatever will help get the 
work done. The next work day is scheduled for November 12. Put it on your 
calendar, you won’t be sorry you showed up! 
 
Regards, Karen 
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Vice President’s Report  
The Community Life Council met on September 13, 2016. The groups that report 
to the CLC provided updates of what they have been working on over the last 
quarter:  
 

3. Membership-Jean Newland: Fixed the church name in the membership 
book (church name was changed back in the 1960’s) 

4. CareNet-Lara Gastinger: Cindy Brooks has agreed to be the new co-chair for 
CareNet. They have assisted 3 families in the last quarter. 

5. Covenant Groups-Patsy Swindler: Groups are tabling through the end of 
September and will start meeting during the second week in October. They 
are short-handed on leaders for the groups. Rev. Wik will be offering a 
sample covenant group meeting on Sept. 25th.  

6. Coffee & Snacks & Art Shows-Elizabeth Breeden: Everything is going well. 
The art shows are booked at least six months out and December is an all-
church show. 

7. Remembrance Garden-Elizabeth Breeden: The garden is in desperate need 
of volunteers for upkeep. Currently Louis Brown’s daughter has agreed to 
assist. Three dedications are currently waiting to be installed.  

8. Circle Dinners-Discussion was made about where would be the appropriate 
place to move sign ups for the circle dinners. CLC plans to share some of 
their bulletin board space in the main hall if needed.  

 
Governance Task Force has notified the CLC about the presentation at the 
October Congregational Meeting and has asked to get feedback from the Council 
prior to January. The CLC discussed moving their regularly scheduled December 
meeting up to November 29th so they could have an opportunity to meet with 
the GTF.  
 
Communications Task Force is sending out a survey in next week’s OOS to find out 
more about hearing impaired individuals that attend our services.  
 
Achsah Carrier inquired about transforming the Communications Task Force into a 
Committee (including sub-committees like Sound and Website). She is interested 
in finding out if this Committee would report to the CLC, and whether this re-
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structuring will be related to the recommendations being made by the 
Governance Task Force. Jen to report back to Achsah.  
 
Last note from the CLC is that the Social Hall Refrigerator needs to be replaced 
and the one located in Summit House is not in good enough condition to be 
moved for a swap (due to leakage that occurs).  
 
The Social Justice Council has not had another meeting since previous report. No 
updated information from the Social Justice Council.  
 
Jen Larimer, Vice President 
 
Treasurer’s Report 
 
Lead Minister’s Report 
Report to the Board – September, 2016 
Lead Minister 

It has been a busy month! 

I. Worship –  
Our Director of Music, the incomparable Scott DeVeaux, returned from the 
annual conference of the UU Musicians Network this summer absolutely on 
fire!  The keynote presenter was Dr. Marcia McFee, a nationally-known advocate 
for M2 worship – moving and memorable.  Her approach is to teach worship 
teams to think in layered, multi-sensory ways.  Much of Protestant worship – the 
lineage we come from – is heavily word focused, and there are clear 
demarcations between words, music, silence, etc.  Dr. McFee recommends 
finding ways to design worship in a more holistic and integrated way, and to aim 
to reach people through all of the ways we humans experience the world – visual, 
auditory, kinesthetically, intellectually, emotionally.  She also recommends a 
process for collaboration and involvement that is just what I was looking for as an 
alternative to the way the Worship Weavers program has been working. 
 
Scott, Alex, Leia, and I are now working together as the core worship team, with 
the lay worship team serving more of a creatively supportive role.  In this new 
model, too, there will be more opportunities for people to be involved in worship 
who aren’t able to make the year-long commitment that has been asked of 
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Worship Weavers, and, perhaps, who don’t feel comfortable “up front” yet still 
want to offer their gifts.  I think that this is a very promising and exciting new 
direction, and I anticipate more of the congregation feeling more deeply moved 
through what happens in our sanctuary week-to-week. 
 
 

II. Faith Development –  
It’s done!  The Prospectus/Catalog for the Fall-Winter AFD programming is 
finished and out for people to see.  It was a lot of work to pull the various strands 
together that wove this tapestry, but I think it is going to be a good “semester.”  If 
you haven’t yet picked up a copy, I encourage you to do so, or else check it out on 
our website:  http://files.constantcontact.com/31e10f5f201/fb2a2b05-04ed-
4a53-bef2-105a4d40b48c.pdf  
 
 

III. Community Building –  
I want to express here my deep appreciation for all the work that went into 
creating the Board retreat (and thanks to you, Jeanine, for your hospitality).  It 
was certainly both my own experience and my impression that we did good work 
together and left feeling more connected to one another and to our call as 
congregational leaders.  As I noted at the time, I was particularly struck by the 
way our identity as Unitarian Universalists is so important to us.  This is not, as I 
said, universally true among UUs, and it is extremely heartening to know that it 
will be a driving force propelling our work together this year. 
 
 

IV. Public Ministry –  
As you can imagine, a great deal of work has gone into supporting the even 
greater amount of work that’s been done by our Racial Justice Public Witness 
group.  Kate Fraleigh, Linda Dukes, and Sara Gondwe have poured heart and soul 
into this process.  They deserve tremendous thanks.  And while it is a good thing 
that it is a slow process in order to ensure that the congregation truly has an 
opportunity to develop clarity around an issue, it can be incredibly frustrating that 
it is such a slow process if you’re the one leading the charge.  (Remember the 
chart of the “change curve?”  The leaders of our Racial Justice initiatives are very 
much on the “up” side, while the vast majority of the congregation is considerably 
behind, needing to catch up.) 

http://files.constantcontact.com/31e10f5f201/fb2a2b05-04ed-4a53-bef2-105a4d40b48c.pdf
http://files.constantcontact.com/31e10f5f201/fb2a2b05-04ed-4a53-bef2-105a4d40b48c.pdf
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Over the summer I have written several letters to the Daily Progress, so many, in 
fact, that the woman whose job is to screen them and I have gotten to know each 
other a bit!  I have received very positive response from congregants who’ve read 
them, and been told that they feel that our faith has been well represented.  I am 
glad for this. 
 
Since I am a little late in writing this report, I can include something that 
happened just this morning.  I received a call from a woman at Westminster 
Canterbury, asking if I would like to participate in an interfaith prayer service they 
are planning for January 24th as a response to all the violence we’ve been 
witnessing against, predominately, people in minority communities.  In addition 
to telling her that she didn’t have to send out the “formal invitation,” that I would 
say “yes” right then and there, I was able to give her contact information for some 
other clergy people (like Imam Roach) who they’d been thinking about reaching 
out to but didn’t know how to connect.  There’s a wonderful Marge Piercy poem 
(#568 in the back of our hymnal) which begins, “Connections are made slowly, 
sometimes they grow underground.  You cannot tell always by looking what is 
happening.  More than half a tree is spread out in the soil under your feet.”  A 
good reminder of the way so much of what we do is done. 
Pax tecum,  

RevWik 

 
Director of Faith Development Report 
 

Report to the Board  September 2016 
Leia Durland-Jones, Director of Faith Development 

 
Children’s Programming  
Another fun “Summer Kids Co-op” wrapped August 28. Thanks to Caroline Heins, RE 
Assistant, for her efforts and leadership all summer. On September 18, we began our 
2016-2017 faith development program for nursery through fourth grades with 
classes at both services. Caroline and I have been busy preparing—including setting 
up classrooms, creating class calendars tied to the specific curricula, recruiting and 
training volunteers, and collecting the materials/supplies for each lesson. We have 
wonderful volunteers who have come forward to work with our children and we 
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need of a few more. Our program is designed to allow volunteers to also attend 
worship regularly. The hope is that congregants who either don’t have children or 
whose children are grown will get involved. It really does take the whole 
congregation to raise our next generation of UUs and it would be nice if there were 
broader participation from our congregation’s adults. Our children need your 
support by encouraging others to consider volunteering in our RE program.  
 
Youth Programming (11:15 service only) 
This year’s youth programming includes the UUA’s Tapestry of Faith 5th & 6th grade 
curriculum “Riddle & Mystery” as well as the eight session 5th & 6th grade Our Whole 
Lives (OWL,) year-long OWL for our 7th & 8th graders, and YRUU (senior high youth 
group) for our 9th-12th graders. We have 22 youth registered for 7th-8th grade OWL 
and 26 youth registered for YRUU! I am excited that a brand new “Youth/Adult 
Committee” formed this fall with participation from senior high youth and their 
advisors. The YAC meets at least monthly to plan YRUU programming and events. 
 
Adult Programming 
Registration is open for Fall Semester 2016 Adult Faith Development. There are over 
fifteen offerings with a focus on racial justice work and living our UU faith. Erik is 
offering Soul Matters as a Sunday morning AFD offering (the 2nd Sundays of the 
month.) I am hopeful we will be able to add additional Sunday morning AFD offerings 
in the future. It is always a challenge to get all the details of course descriptions, 
times and dates pulled together into one document in a timely fashion and I am 
thankful to Erik for partnering with me to create the fall prospectus.  
 
Worship 
Children’s Worship 
We had a large group of 5th & 6th graders recognized at Balloon Sunday as we marked 
their graduation from Children’s Worship. Children’s Worship began Sunday 
September 18 and uses the monthly ministry themes to help build connections 
between what is happening in sanctuary and in our children’s faith development 
program. 
 
Contemplative Worship 
Our Wednesday midday service is now identified as our congregation’s 
Contemplative Worship service.  I am delighted to continue to share the leadership 
for this service with Maggie Ober and Cindy Mick. This team is now taking on greater 
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leadership for the decoration of the sanctuary altar. The hope is to more 
intentionally expand our monthly ministry themes with the altar decorations. 
 
 
 
 
Multigenerational Worship 
September brought two of our beloved multigenerational services—Water 
Communion and Balloon Sunday. I am grateful that two of our YRUUers (Julia Landis 
and Annalee Durland-Jones) helped lead the Balloon Sunday service. 
 
Professional Development 
I will miss next month’s Board meeting as I attend the annual meeting of UU religious 
educators at LREDA Fall Conference.  This year, the conference is held in San Diego, 
California October 20-23. I am so pleased to share with you the Erik and I were asked 
by the UUA to co-author a training by the UUA’s Faith Development Office focused 
on family ministry. Erik and I will be premiering this training just prior to Fall 
Conference (October 18 and 19.)   

 
  

 
Director of Administration and Finance Report 
 
August 2016  

Director of Administration and Finance – Christina Rivera Board Report 
September 21, 2016 mtg  

     Number of emails received: 2589   

     Completed Fiscal Year 2015-16 year-end reports   

     Yard Sale assistance   

     Prep and attended following meetings:   

o Board       
o  RevenueTaskForce    
o FinanceComm.Mtg  
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o PresidentsMtgs   

Cleaning Service:  Conducted one additional interview for sexton. Selected Carlos 
and Julia Ramirez as our independent contractors for sexton services. Julia and 
Carlos received excellent recommendations by a member of TJMC and perform 
similar services elsewhere. Start date is September 19. Facilitated 4 day deep 
clean of the main church building after the Yard Sale by Busy Brooms of 
Charlottesville.   

Operations:  Direct on the heels of the replacement of the office HVAC unit, the 
unit serving the Social Hall became non-functioning. Our contractor determined 
that an electrical short had damaged the compressor and recommended repair. 
Many thanks to Sally Taylor and Leia Durland-Jones who both inquired if the 
power outage that occurred a day earlier might have been the cause of the 
compressor failure. Contractor said yes, and Church Mutual insurance agreed and 
covered the $3.5K repair (minus our $1K deductible.) At the same time the AC 
unit serving the Parlor began leaking inside, repair was made. Unfortunately, I’ve 
discovered the leak is back and will be working to have it repaired again. UUA  

Transfer from Sage Accounting to Quickbooks Online Service:  Completed the 
transfer of all our accounting database information from an internal server based 
Sage Accounting to cloud based Quickbooks Online. This will allow for remote 
access by the DAF and safeguards our information from server failure. 
Additionally, it will allow for the Treasurer to complete the bank reconciliation 
directly in the accounting program, rather than the use of an external excel 
spreadsheet, bank statement and general ledger PDFs which was the current 
practice. This transfer was reviewed and approved by the Finance Committee and 
will bring streamlined as well as more flexible income/expense reporting.   

FY 16 Year-end Financial Report Notes (see attached)   

 Income Statement:  

o As expected, there is a modest surplus for FY 16 of $458.54. Given the 
financial stretch expected for FY17, I will move that amount to the 
“fundraising” line item for FY17 unless I receive other direction from the 
Board.  

o  Revenue underperformed in almost every category (except offering and 
coffee) to some degree with the largest being Scrip, Prior Year pledges, and 
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Rentals.  
o  Expenses were adjusted to compensate for lowered revenue mainly in the 

utilities, security, payroll, printing and postage categories as well as careful 
underspending several program categories such as membership, music and 
childcare.  

o There remains a larger than normal unfulfilled pledge completion rate   
from FY16. Laura Horn, Ann Salamini, and Karen Ransom will be working 
with me to contact church members to see which pledges can be 
completed and whether a deeper dive into this needs to be explored for 
this year. Happily, any collected funds will help decrease our budget gap 
for FY17 as they will be logged into the “prior year pledge” income line 
item in the current budget cycle. 

 

 Balance Sheet  

o The construction-in-progress line item has been converted into the capital 
asset line items for Summit and Church Buildings since the completed 
renovation project (can I get a hallelujah!) makes those expenditures now 
capital improvements to the assets. This completes the $486K U-House sale 
funds allocation.  

o $3.8K from the construction-in-progress fund which were ear-marked by 
the Facilities Task Force for Lower Hall AV needs were moved to a newly re-
named “Lower Hall AV (Hamilton)” fund. This was previously the “Hamilton 
Fund (Communications)” line-item which I’ve been told was a fund devoted 
to communication needs and had approx $500 in it. The total of the two is 
reflected in the $4500 on the balance sheet which seemed a good 
combination of intent towards upgrading our communication/tech tools. 
I’m continuing to evaluate the AV/IT needs of the Lower Hall along the lines 
of church meeting use, rental use, etc. and once we have a clear picture of 
what those needs reflect, I’ll make recommendations to the 
Communications Task Force on the equipment to purchase.  

 Bank Reconciliations  

o Completed January–June 2016 Bank reconciliations which were then 
independently reviewed by Treasurer Ann Salamini. As a matter of best 
practice, this is a task that is usually completed by the Board Treasurer (or 
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someone other than the DAF) but was not completed last fiscal year by the 
outgoing Treasurer. Efforts were made to have a Finance Comm. member 
perform the task which was done for July-Dec. 2015 but unfortunately was 
not able to continue for Jan-June. Moving forward bank reconciliations will 
be completed by Treasurer Ann Salamini.  

UUA Presidential Election @ General Assembly 2017:  

The TJMC delegates to GA 2017 will be tasked with casting ballots for the next 
UUA President. The TJMC Board may want to consider recommendations to the 
congregation on the allocation of those votes. Spring candidate forums are in the 
planning stages, to be live-streamed and recorded.  

UU Service:  

On Sept. 15th, I represented the UUA Board of Trustees at the Forest Church 
Humanitarian Awards at All Souls UU in New York City honoring Patrisse Cullors, 
Opal Tometi and Alicia Garza, co-founders of Black Lives Matters. It was inspiring 
hearing leaders from the UUA, Black Lives of UU and other congregations speak 
about how these three women have changed the course of history and inspired 
leadership from the margins to move to the center. We are not alone in our work, 
we are a people of faith and justice.  

 
Membership Report 
To:  Board members 
Re:   August 31, 2016 Membership report 
 
TOTAL MEMBERSHIP as of July 31, 2016:  427 including 19 youth members 
 
Add:  
Alpha Barry, August 25, 2016 
Rose Marie Cole, August 28, 2016 
 
Drop:   
 
TOTAL MEMBERSHIP as of August 31, 2016: 429 members including 19 youth 
members 
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Sally Taylor 
Membership Tracker for Membership Committee 
 
Board Liaison Reports 
 
 

Communications Task Force Report 
 
Report to the Board from the Communications Task Force 

The Task Force currently includes Achsah Carrier, Chair; Holly Dilatush, and Kim 
Knotts. George Maris has joined us. We are looking for other members. 

Website.  

The Task Force has spun off website management to the newly reformulated 
Communications Committee and Website subcommittee. That is going well, and 
all of the same people are still working on it. 

Bulletin, Weekly Outlook, and other church email communications. 

Achsah and Wendy Steeves worked together this month to introduce a new 
format for the Monthly Bulletin. It is simpler (based on a review of click through 
data from Constant Contact), now looks more like the website, and is closely 
integrated with it. So far as I know, we have not had any complaints and had one 
lovely complimentary email from Natalie Somers. We are going to work together 
again next month to revise the Weekly Update and other types of email 
communications along similar lines. 

I'm not sure to whom I should direct my compliments, but the new website 
knocked my socks off! How brilliant to link the monthly bulletin with the 
website by bringing us to that location when we choose to continue reading an 
article. I spent more time on the website today than all my other visits 
combined! It is organized in a way that is so easy to navigate and use. It was 
fun instead of a frustration, and will undoubtedly appeal to newcomers or 
visitors seeking information about our church community. 
  
My heartfelt thanks to all who have been involved in this transformation!! 
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Audio-Visual Improvements 

The church Audio-Visual Committee  (Rob Craighurst, David Heins, Scott DeVeaux, 
and Mike Ludwick) plan to meet next week to review improvements we have 
made and plan for more. We are looking particularly at costs and are working 
towards preparing a budget to submit next year. We realize that there isn’t any 
loose money floating around, but would still like to inform the Board and 
congregation of what could be done and for how much. Of course we are trying to 
keep aspirations reasonable, not exaggerated. Scott is particularly interested in 
recording the choir and posting performances on the website. We hope to begin 
that in a small way soon and for no extra money. 

Assisted listening 

Achsah and Holly are going to come to the service on the 18th and hand out a little 
survey card to try to gather more information about hearing impaired 
congregants and with luck recruit a few people to help us investigate assisted 
listening systems. Achsah discussed this with Wik in advance. 

We are looking at a new assisted listening system that operates via smart phone 
and church wireless. This would be both modern and inexpensive if we can make 
it work. A more conventional t-coil system for hearing aid users will be more 
expensive so we hope this option works. 
http://www.audiofetch.com/venues/church-audio-solution/ 

Video, projectors, and related visual improvements. We are not working on this 
now. This will be expensive, so sound is the first step. But I know many people in 
the congregation are looking forward to this. We are looking for experts if any of 
the Board have recommendations. 

That’s it for this month. We continue to work, slowly but steadily to improvement 
of church communications. We urge the Board, church leaders, and the 
congregation as a whole to contact us with any concerns. Our email is 
communications@uucharlottesville.org. This is also the best address to use to 
reach the web team. 

Respectfully submitted 
Achsah Carrier, Task force chair 

 

mailto:communications@uucharlottesville.org
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